SP1 Activity Days
Rules
Our Competition is intended to increase the activity of SP1 stations and it consists in making
the highest possible number of contacts by each Activity Days participant during the activity
period (all QSO’s made in that period will be scored).
Organisers: Zachodniopomorski PZK Branch in Szczecin and the SP1PKW Amateur Radio
Club at Wolin.
Activity Period: always in the first full week in June.
In 2020: from 01.06.2020 (00:00 UT) to 07.06.2020 (23:59 UT)
Bands and Modes: as specified in your licence.
Categories:
A – Single-Operator stations, with callsign prefixes: 3Z1, HF1, SN1, SO1, SP1, SQ1.
B – Club stations and other stations, without #1 in the prefix, but operating from the Polish
Region of Zachodniopomorskie.
C – Other Polish and non-Polish stations.
D – SWL’s.
Scoring: 1 point for each QSO.
A participant can make a QSO with the same station on the given day; however, either using
a different mode or on a different band.
The Polish stations that have made at least 15 QSO’s and the non-Polish stations that have
made at least 5 QSO’s will obtain Participation Awards (in the pdf format).
The winners in Categories A, B, and D will obtain cups. Participation of at least 5 classified
participants in the given category will be a condition to grant a cup.
Analogous conditions apply to SWL’s; however, at least 15 HRD’s with 3Z1, HF1, SN1, SO1,
SP1, SQ1 prefix stations are required to obtain a Participation Award.
Please send exclusively electronic logs, in the ADIF format, to:
dni.aktywnosci@wp.pl
Log submission deadline: 15.06.2020.
The Competition Commission’s decisions shall be final.
The Competition results shall be announced by 30.09.2020 and published in amateur radio
media, as well as on the websites of the ZOT PZK Szczecin and the SP1PKW Wolin Club:
https://www.sp1pkw.j23.eu
SP1 Activity Days Competition Commission: SP1EG SP1MVG SP1O
Award Manager: SP1DOZ

